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ON THE SOBOLEV CLASS OF A COMPOSITE FUNCTION

DENNIS D. COX AND FTNBARR O'SULLIVAN

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. It is shown that the Sobolev class of a function of the form

H(x, 0(x)) is the same as the Sobolev class of 6 , for sufficiently smooth H.

This result has applications in a perturbation analysis of a nonlinear system of

differential equations considered elsewhere.

1. Introduction

Here we give a result concerning the Sobolev class of a composite function.
Specifically, we consider a function f(x) - H(x, 6(x)) where 6 is in a certain
Sobolev space and H is a smooth function in all of its arguments. We show

that / is in the same Sobolev space and derive a bound on its Sobolev norm.
The need for such a result arose in the study of a discrete approximation to a

nonlinear differential equation that arose in Cox and O'Sullivan [2]. See the
discussion of the examples near the end of §2.1 of that paper. We would
expect that such a result could have other applications in the study of nonlinear

differential equations.

We now give some definitions and notation. For a normed linear space V,

let ||t>|FÏ| denote the norm on V, and let S(r, V) = {v £ V: \\v\V\\ < r}
denote the closed ball of radius r centered at the origin. The Sobolev space of
real-valued functions on a domain Sf c Rd is denoted Wps(Sf) as defined in

Triebel [3]. Any of the various equivalent norms for W^(âf) may be used. A
Sobolev space of ^-dimensional vector-valued functions on 3? will be denoted
Wps(^;W). We will also make use of Cm(Sf ; K«) where m is an integer,

which is the space of m times continuously differentiable functions equipped

with an appropriate supremum norm on derivatives.

Theorem 1. Let Sf c Rd be a bounded, open, simply connected, nonempty

set with C°° boundary (see [3, 3.2.1.2]). Let d/2 < s < (d + l)/2, and let
r/i/xl'^R be such that for all R > 0, H £ Ck+X(äf x S(R, R«)), where
k is the largest integer less than s. If 6 £ W{(ä? ;Rq) and supx6^ |0(jc)| < Ro,
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then H(-,6(-)) £ W{(2f)and ||//(-, 6(-))\W{(^)\\<M[l + \\6\W{\\] where M
is a constant depending on 3?, H, s, and Ro .

Remark. Note that 6 £ W£ implies by Sobolev's embedding theorem [1, The-

orem 5.4] (noting that our assumption of C°° boundary for 3? implies any of
the cone conditions) that s\\o%> |0| < oo.

Proof. Note that s is not an integer. We will assume for now that d > 1. The

proof when d = 1 is easier and will be indicated at the end. In this proof,

we will write M (a, b, ... ) for a generic constant M depending only on the

quantities a, b,... . Note that dependence on 3f subsumes dependence on d

and dependence on 5 subsumes dependence on k.

Using equation (1) of Theorem 4.4.2.1 of [3], a norm for the Besov space
Bspq(3f) ( 1 <p, q <oo, 0 < r < oo, r not an integer) is

(1)

11/1^,(^)11 = 11/1^(^)11+SÍ/"      1*1
jTx {JW<s

-q(r-k)-d

I
Jarth e,r)

dkf

'dxk (X)

-i9//>

dx

1/4

dh

for any S, e, t sufficiently small, and k the largest integer less than r. Here,

AA/(x) = f(x + h) - f(x) [3, 2.5.1, p. 189] and

3f(h,e,x) = (3f\3fx)u{z + (0,x]vz:z£d3f   and   0 < Z(h, vz) < e},

¿TT = { X£2f inf \x
zedäf

z <x

v2 = inner normal to d%? at z,

¿.(h, v) = angle between h, v (always positive).

Since

(2) V„~W¡,

this gives an equivalent norm for the Sobolev spaces as well [3, Definition

4.2.1.1]. Here, = denotes equality of two normed linear spaces up to equiva-

lence of norms.

In order to denote partial derivatives of H, we will write the independent
variables as H(x, t), x £ 3? and t £Rq . Let k be as in the statement of the

theorem. For fixed 6 £ W{(2?) let f(x) = H(x, 6(x)). Using the chain rule

and product rule we have

dkf,  ,     dkH.     -,  .,    v-    d^H,      .,  ..nöH,  ,
(3) dx]{x) = JxJ{x' ö(x)) + 5>^*c7(x' 'W>n^5r<*)

where the c¡ 's are constants depending on k, koi < k , all kp > 1, and

(4) Y,k»=k-
i>l

We do not indicate the upper limits on the indices / and / in (3) (the upper

limit on i depends on / ). Suffice it to note that they are finite and depend only
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on k and q. We have indicated through the subscripts that the k¡¡ depend
on /, but we will drop that dependence for convenience henceforth. We will

assume for now that there is more than one summand in (4). The case of one
summand will be easy to treat.

Using the hypothesis H £ Ck+X(3f x S(R0, R")), it is easy to check that

(5)
2

)) dxdhf     |A|-2(-*W / \?JL(X + h, 6(x + h)) ~^r(x, 6(x
J\h\<5 JSf(h,e,x) Yöx) öxi

<M(H,R0)< oc.

Using boundedness of d^H/dt1^ and Holder's inequality, if m is a fixed index,
with the same range as i, then

(6)

/      \hr2{s'k)-d [ i^-(x + h,6(x + h))
J\h\<S Jsf(h,e,x) { dt¡°

Tfdki6i.

dxKKm u*j

dk»d¡,     ,,   dk-6,. .
(x + h) - t-jt(x)

dx dx

<M(3f,H,Ro){]
i^m

Í      \hl
J\h\<ô

■2(s-k)-d

l\h\<S

provided

(7)

/Ja?

,e,t)

dx?

j
2i,

n^So
dx"

U>m UJij

dxdh

1 1/91 '

dx

dk»6i,       .,    dk"6l, .
(x + h)-—T1(x)

dx dxkm

T-lm
\lQm

dx dh

E1/^1-
i>i

(Here, the q¡ depend on / and m , but this will not be important, so we do not

indicate this dependence.) It is necessary to check that each of the integrals on
the r.h.s. of (6) is finite. By the embedding Theorem 4.6.1(c) [3, pp. 327-328]

provided

(9) 1 < px < p2 < oo

and

(10) rx-d/px>r2-d/p2.

In (8), the embedding operator (inclusion map) is continuous, which means the

space on the l.h.s. has a stronger norm than the space on the r.h.s. Furthermore,
by part (a) of the aforementioned theorem

(H) BiPlcB'q,P2

provided

(12) Pl<P2,
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again with continuous embedding. We will use these results to show that the

q¡ can be chosen satisfying (7) so that all the integrals on the r.h.s. of (6) are
finite.

Now
12?,

(13)
/•Ar

dk'6t
k,dx]

(X) dx<[M(s,3f)\\6\W{ < OO

provided q¡ > 1 and

k¡ - d/2q¡ < s — d/2

(use W2\ = Bkq¡2q. D Bkq.2 D Bs22 = W{ , which follow from (8) through (12),

and the fact that W2' norm squared dominates the integral in (13)), which is

equivalent to

(14) l<qi<d/[2(ki-s) + d].

Note that k¡■ - s < 0 since k¡ < k < s and that d + 2(k¡ - s) > 0 since k¡ > 1
and s < d/2 + 1, so the last member of (14) is greater than 1. Also,

|24m

(15) L \h\
-2{s-k)-d

dk™6i

\h\<S \JSf{h,e,x)

<[M(s, 3r)\\6\W{\\}2 < OO

dx«
(x + h)

dk*6,

dxkm
(x)

i/<?»

dx dh

provided qm > I and

km + (s - k) - d/2qm <s-d/2

D Bs22 = W2S , and the equivalent norm in (1)), which is equiva-(use Bk£%-V

lent to

(16) Kqm<d/[2(km-k) + d].

Note that km < k since there is more than 1 summand in (4), so the denomi-

nator in the last member of (16) is less than d, and it is positive since km > 1

and k < d/2, so the last member of (16) is greater than 1. (Note that if there

is only 1 summand in (4) then finiteness of (6) is trivial since it is then one of
the terms in the equivalent norm (1) for 1101^11 ■) To finish the proof that all

integrals on the r.h.s. of (6) are finite and, in fact, that the whole r.h.s. of (6)
is dominated by a constant (depending only on s, 3f, H, and J?o ) multiple

of ||0| W2\\2, it suffices to show we can find q¡ 's satisfying (7), (14), and (16),

which is possible if

1 > [d - 2(k - km)]/d +  ]T [2(ki -s) + d]/d.
l<'¥m

Now the r.h.s. is equal to

(2/d) Y,kt-(s-d/2)Y,l + (s-k)

= (2/d)

= (2/d)

k-(s- d/2) ^l + (i-fc)

s-(s-d/2)Y,l < (2/d) [s-(s- d/2)] < 1
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so we may find q¡ 's such that (6) is bounded by a constant (depending on s,

3f, H,and R0) multiple of ||0|»?||.
Finally, we need to consider integrals of the form

2

/     |A|-^-*)-d /
J\h\<S Jar(h,e,x)

(17) < /      \h\-
J\h\<S

Ah-—(x,d(x))
dtf° nSNj ¿>i dxj

\-2(s-k)-d

ni>i

Ah°(x,6(x))

dk>6.

dx"
(X)

t.x)

2q¡       ^ Xl

dx

dtp

2«o

dx dh

where

(18) l/flb + ]£l/0/<l
¿>i

and (14) holds for all i > 1, which implies that the product of integrals over

i > 1 on the r.h.s. of (17) is finite. For the other factor, apply the mean value
theorem to show it is equal to

(19)

Yl rTX^ + ah. <*e(x + h) + (l- a)6(x))hjL\h\<S
\h\-2(s-k)-d

,e,T) U dxjdtp

+ Y,-k¿(x + <*h » a6(x + h) + (l- a)6(x))Ah6j(x)
j=i dtjdtt

2<7o 1/90

dx dh

where a = a(x, 6(x), h) is between 0 and 1. Since d^H/dXjdtp is bounded

and \hj\ < \h\, it is easy to see that the first summation above after the inte-
grations is bounded by a constant depending on s, 3f, H, and Rq . For the

second summation, we may use boundedness of dko+xH/dtjdtp to pull that

factor out, and then we must deal with terms of the form

1/90

(20) /      \h\-2^-k)-d{ í \Ah6j(x)\2«>dx)      dh<\\6j\BÍ¡-k¡\\2
J\h\<S \\J2f(h,e,x) J °

where the latter inequality follows from (1). Now B{2~k¡ D Bs22 if 1 < q0 and

(s - k) - d/2q0 < s - d/2,

which is equivalent to

(21) 1 < q0 < d/[d - 2k].

Since d > 1, this latter pair of inequalities is possible. We also need from ( 18)
that

(22) 1/00 <1-(2/d) k-(s-d/2)"£l
i>\
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One can check that (21) and (22) are compatible, so we can find the q¡ 's with

the requisite properties.

Since the r.h.s. of ( 1 ) can be bounded by a linear combination of terms of

the form of (17), (6), (5), and \\H\C(3f x S(R0, R«))|| (for the first term on the
r.h.s. of (1)), the result follows.

Finally we briefly indicate the d — 1 case. Here, k — 0, so no chain rule

is involved. One uses the mean value theorem in (1) similar to the last step
above but then proceeds directly to ||0| W2S\\ since no Holder step is used. This
completes the proof.     D
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